All Disciplines

Award Autogenerated Code
10494-MZ

Region
Africa, Sub-Saharan

Country
Mozambique

Award Type
Fulbright Scholar Award

Number of Recipients
Approximately 1

Researcher Monthly Stipend and Allowances
$6,530-$7,570

Teaching or Teaching/Research Award (Assistant Professor or Below) Monthly Stipend and Allowances
$7,300-$8,340

Teaching or Teaching/Research Award (Associate or Full Professor) Monthly Stipend and Allowances
$7,520-$8,560

Estimated Travel and Relocation Allowance

Round-trip, economy-class, international travel arranged by travel agent selected by CIES, for scholar and up to two accompanying dependents. A $2,850 allowance will be provided to cover the costs associated with relocation and excess baggage.

Estimated Book and Research Allowance

$1,000 books and educational materials allowance; should be donated to the host institution (or other entity) upon grantee’s departure. (For Teaching and Teaching/Research awards only.) $3,000 research allowance for Research Awards only.

Dependent Tuition Allowance

Up to $12,500 per child or $25,000 per family for accompanying dependents in grades K-12 is reimbursed for a full academic year, upon submission of receipts, and depending on funding availability. Amount may be adjusted for shorter grant periods. Reimbursement is based on actual cost of tuition and fees only.

Candidate Profile

Professionals
Academics, all levels including early career
Postdoctoral

Activity Type
Teaching
Teaching/Research

Application Deadline
Wednesday, September 15, 2021

Award Activity

Responsibilities of combined Teaching / Research awards are evenly divided between activities (50% teaching; 50% research). Activities may be organized by semester (1-semester teaching; 1-semester research) or carried out simultaneously. Teaching / Research Scholars should expect to teach approximately two undergraduate or graduate courses in their discipline during the grant period.

Scholars on Teaching awards can expect to teach approximately three undergraduate or graduate courses.

Teaching activities may include co-teaching one or more courses with a faculty member from the host institution. Grantees will also advise student theses and contribute to curriculum planning and program evaluation. They may be invited to conduct professional development workshops for advanced graduate students or junior faculty.

When possible, graduate student participation in research activities is encouraged (e.g. assisting with field research in rural areas). Research collaboration among faculty is not required.
Award Length
10 months

Award Dates
A grant length is typically 10 months, beginning in February or in August. However, grant start dates can be flexible and should be determined based on academic schedules at host university, research plans, and personal circumstances.

Locations
Only institutions listed below will be considered

- Eduardo Mondlane University [1]
- Pedagogical University [2]
- Catholic University of Mozambique [3]
- Institute for International Relations [4] (ISRI) - Name change: Joaquim Chissano University
- Lurio University [5] in Maputo, Beira, Nampula, Tete, Niassa or other affiliate campus
- St. Thomas University of Mozambique [6]
- Technical University of Mozambique [7]

Note: The host institutions also have satellite branches.

Flex Option
No

Discipline Type
Applications are sought in all disciplines

Degree Requirements
Ph.D. (or other terminal degree) required

Additional Qualification Information
Scholars, postdocs and professionals with a Ph.D. and three to five years of university or college teaching experience are preferred.

Additional Language Requirement
For most teaching activities, advanced Portuguese is required. It is possible that certain courses can be taught in English, but this should be decided in consultation with host institution.

It is strongly encouraged that all grantees have intermediate Portuguese speaking skills for basic administrative needs, daily activities, and social interactions. Knowledge of a local dialect is not required, but could be useful for field research in rural areas.

Invitation Requirement
A letter of invitation is required.

Helpful Links
- Eduardo Mondlane University [1]
- Pedagogical University [2]
- Catholic University of Mozambique [3]
- Institute for International Relations [4] (ISRI) - Name change: Joaquim Chissano University
- Lurio University [5] in Maputo, Beira, Nampula, Tete, Niassa or other affiliate campus
- St. Thomas University of Mozambique [6]
- Technical University of Mozambique [7]

Multi-Country/Area Award
No

Award Length Filter
Six to 10 months

Invitation Requirement Additional Information
A letter of invitation is required in order to obtain a visa to Mozambique. It is therefore strongly encouraged that grantees identify contacts at host universities and solicit invitation letters as early as possible.

Award Code
12040-MZ

AddThis
Award Year
2022-2023 Awards [8]

Special Award Benefits

When university housing is provided to Fulbright Scholars, grantees will receive a supplemental housing allowance for refurbishments, utilities, and other miscellaneous expenses that arise. The full housing allowance will not be provided to grantees if they elect to decline on-campus or university housing.

Language Proficiency Requirements

Recommended

Required Proficiency
Intermediate

Required Languages
Portuguese [9]

Recruitment Priorities (INTERNAL ONLY)

We are strongly interested in the following disciplines: agriculture, medical sciences, information technology / computer sciences, biology, environmental sciences, engineering (especially petroleum and geosystems), economics, anthropology, public administration, business, architecture / urban planning, geology, oceanography, and water resources management.

Career Profile

Early Career Academics

Scholars selected for this award will be required to:

- Advise and/or mentor students
- Assist in faculty, curriculum, and/or program development
- Conduct a research project of the applicant’s choosing
- Teach graduate and/or undergraduate courses designated by the host institution
- Teach graduate and/or undergraduate courses of the applicant’s choosing
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